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Abstract: The present is a study of the CFD simulations intended to simulate the emissions of pollutants that are generated after the combustion of proposed alternative aircraft fuels (Hydrogen, Ethanol and Methane) to compare with the emissions generated after the combustion of Kerosene and Benzene in a 2D cylindrical combustion chamber. Given that air traffic is a main contributor to not only 3% of man-made greenhouse effects but also of the generation of smog over heavy air traffic urban areas generating an impact on the air quality and the population of those areas.
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1. Introduction

Before the start of the pandemic caused by Covid-19 aviation was considered one of the fastest growing industries in the world. At the start of the pandemic and during its most critical times, during the lockdown experienced in Spain starting March 14th 2020 ending in June 21st 2020 this sector experienced a 70% reduction of operations in the country alone, to further have domestic flights come to a halt. Aviation is one of the fastest energy consumer sectors increasing its fuel demand progressively at the same time that contributes to 3% of greenhouse gasses and smog formation.[2] In the article Lessons from the COVID-19 air pollution decrease in Spain: Now what?, written by Xavier Querol Jordi Massagué Andrés Alastuey Teresa Moreno, et al. It presents factual data stating that during the months of lockdown in Spain, traffic flow decreased up to 80% where NO2 levels fell below 50%, reinforcing the statement of how prominent NOx emissions are in urban areas contributing to the decay of air quality as per figure (1) that demonstrates the smog formation over the city of Barcelona on February Thursday 3rd 2022 at 11 am. One of the issues is that the preferred fuels used by humans given their ability to provide great amounts of energy output, as well as their performance, handling experience and availability are petroleum based products that produce elevated amounts of harmful emissions. [13-4-5-8]
The non-deniable contribution of greenhouse gasses and emissions on global warming coupled with the need for finding green sources of fuel given that petroleum is finite and the utter need for better life quality has to be taken into consideration in order to start a transition to cleaner energy. By proposing the introduction of alternative fuels it is important to have in consideration the emissions and their impact on the environment to ensure that progress to a greener and more sustainable society is being made. There is potential for the creation of aircrafts powered by alternatives to non conventional fuels but it is important that these operate with less natural resources and have a much smaller impact on the environment at the same time that are capable of performing the same missions as current aircrafts. [3-9]

There have been numerous steps taken into the direction of reducing aircraft emissions such as the implementation of winglets that allow in the reduction of drag increasing fuel efficiency since less fuel is consumed less emissions are generated. In addition to this concept, there are new ideas being proposed to achieve flight efficiency in terms of fuel consumption such as the concept of blended wing bodies that airbus together with the university of TU Delft is working towards the implementation of, expected to reduce fuel consumption and thus reduce emissions, aside from other concept aircraft that Airbus is working on. [6]

In the article Hydrogen as aviation fuel: A comparison with hydrocarbon fuels written by A. Contreras, *, S. Yiğit†, K. Özay†, T.N. Veziroğlu†, (1997) it is proposed hydrogen, as the alternative fuel source to replace fossil fuels in air transportation. It states that Hydrogen has unique attributes beneficial to not only the environment but also for safety purposes such as availability, safety, minimum pollution and light weight, making it an ideal fuel.

For instance in the article Hydrogen or methanol in the transportation sector written by C. Azar, K. Lindgren, Björn A. Andersson, hydrogen and methanol are proposed as alternative energies for aircraft fuels, where they state that methanol, like gasoline, is a liquid fuel at normal temperature and pressure which facilitates transportation and refueling. Further stating that its distribution will resemble that of gasoline, with the main difference that the energy density of methanol is lower hence expecting that its cost of distribution will be higher. In contrast hydrogen is a gas at normal temperature and pressure hence its distribution and refueling will become more complicated.
The proposed fuels to be studied are Hydrogen, ethanol and methane as alternatives to Kerosene and Benzene. These are important since the emissions impacting and diminishing air quality generated after the combustion of fuel in current aircraft turbines are carbon dioxide (CO2), hydrocarbons that are left unburned (UHC), carbon monoxide (CO) and NOx, ultimately contributing to global warming. Nitrogen dioxide is an irritant gas that can cause irritation to the respiratory paths. When nitrogen is released during the combustion of fuel it blends with oxygen atoms to produce nitric oxide. Nitric oxide further combines with oxygen to produce nitrogen dioxide, which can be hazardous to health in typical ambient conditions. NOx gasses form smog and acid rain as well as being key formators of fine particles and ground level ozone both attributed to produce adverse health effects.[7-9-11-18]

The different phases of an aircraft mission are going to be divided in two stages labeled as ground stage, the actions an aircraft takes while remaining in a non flight stage with the engines turned on, and flight stage, the operations an aircraft takes while being airborne or beginning to be. The ground stages are the taxing, idle and maneuvering to position the aircraft to take off. The flight stages are the take off, climb, cruise and approaching where landing ultimately occurs. At the ground stage the emissions more concerning and that have to be reduced are the hydrocarbons left unburned, while in the flight stage the emissions that are to be more concerned with are NOx. The concerns moving to make an introduction of alternative fuels is firstly the diminishing of air quality over and near urban areas located near high concentration of air traffic, meanwhile the second concern is the generation of greenhouse gasses that affect the ozone layer. Given the context of greenhouse gasses, and emissions generated by civil aircrafts near urban areas, this paper is going to simulate the combustion and the emission of pollutants of the alternative fuels generated by a civil aircraft combustor. For this study we are going to solely display results for the take off phase as this is the most critical phase in terms of fuel energy, burning ratio. [27-24]

2. Materials and Methods

In this paper there are discussed the behaviors of the alternative fuels as proposed suitors for commercial operation and compare its emissions to kerosene and benzene. For the present study a 2D geometry was used to simulate the combustor where the combustion took place to further analyze the emissions produced by these. The model is designed and analyzed using Fluent.

Geometry

The creation of the geometry for the 2D cylinder combustor has been carried out via ansys designmodeler. The numerical simulation takes place in a 2D cylindrical combustion chamber with height 0.255m and length 1.8m as shown in figure 2.
Figure 2. Combustion chamber

Mesh

The mesh generation was performed using Ansys fluent mesh. The obtained mesh has 4489 nodes and 4256 elements. The chosen mesh is a Quadrilateral structured in both faces where clustering takes place near the wall.

Figure 3. Combustion chamber mesh

For the simulations carried out in the study, the energy model was enabled, this model must be activated due to the energy produced by the temperature changes within the combustion process. For the turbulence model a k-epsilon standard two equations turbulence model was selected. As per the combustion simulation a spice transport approach was taken to carry out the study, where it can be analyzed the area average velocity and average temperature, as well as spice’s mass fractions. Enabling the NOX model emissions it can be displayed information regarding its formation inside the combustion chamber. The walls of the combustor were set to no slip condition. The boundary conditions of the simulation are as stated in table 1.

Table 1. Boundary conditions for the simulation

<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>Parameter</th>
<th>Value</th>
</tr>
</thead>
<tbody>
<tr>
<td>Wall Temperature</td>
<td>300K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Air inlet (m/s)</td>
<td>0.5 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Fuel inlet (m/s)</td>
<td>80 m/s</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Inlet Temperature</td>
<td>Air: 300K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Outlet pressure</td>
<td>0 Pa</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Temperature</td>
<td>300K</td>
</tr>
<tr>
<td>Turbulent intensity</td>
<td>10%</td>
</tr>
</tbody>
</table>
3. Results

Temperature distribution inside combustion chamber

Present are the temperature contours for hydrogen, ethanol, methane, kerosene, and benzene determined by species transport model Figure (4). It was determined that the highest temperature recorded was produced by hydrogen in comparison to the other tested fuels while kerosene alternative fuel showed lower combustion temperature due to effects of oxygen contents [11]

![Temperature contours for combustion chamber](image1)

Figure 4. (a) Temperature contours for combustion chamber. (b) Maximum temperatures recorded for all fuels

3.2 NOx Pollutants Distribution in the Combustion Chamber

The formation of NOx during the combustion processes is described by three major formation mechanisms: thermal NOx, fuel NOx and prompt NOx ([16]). Fuel NOx is formed from the nitrogen present in fuel itself. While prompt NOx are the oxides formed quickly through the interaction between oxygen and nitrogen with active hydrocarbon species present. In this section are presented the results of the formation of NOx particles after the combustion has taken place for hydrogen, kerosene, ethanol, methane and benzene in Figure (5). There is a notable temperature dependency in the formation of NOx during the combustion process; higher combustion temperature leads to higher NOX emissions. It is noticed that the proposed alternative fuels have higher
mass fraction of NO formation during the combustion process, this is due to the noticeable temperature difference among those fuels shown in the previous section, that cause a higher NOx emission directly correlated to the high temperatures reached during the combustion, hence denoting that the increase of NOx emissions during the combustion process is due to the increase of after burn temperatures. [23–10][1-7-19].
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**Figure 5.** (a) NO pollutant distribution contours for combustion chamber. (b) Maximum pollutant distribution recorded for all fuels

### 3.3 Mass fraction of CO2 emission

Carbon dioxide is labeled as a main greenhouse gas, this gas plays a primary role in Earth’s global warming [9]. The results demonstrate that great amounts of CO2 were produced after the combustion in relation to the other pollutants presented in this study, this is expected due to CO2 and H2O being a great part of exhaust gasses. It has to be noted that CO2 emissions tend to increase in the presence of elevated temperatures as we can visualize in the case of benzene where the temperature profile was high and subsequently the CO2 emissions are recorded to be the highest among the fuels tested. This however does not apply to hydrogen [31–33]. It is noted that the formation of CO2 was greatly noticeable for fuels benzene and kerosene this placing second. These are the current fuels being used in aviation and that thus have to be replaced for the harmful emissions they emit, having a stance with hydrogen as this fuel produces no amounts of CO2
emissions. Here the main hypothesis stands where the alternative fuels to kerosene and benzene are less harmful to the environment as per the contours show as these produce less emissions. It has to be noted that CO2 emissions depend on viscosity and atomization processes, among other factors. [20-21].
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Figure 6. (a) CO2 Mass Fraction distribution contours for combustion chamber. (b) Maximum CO2 distribution emissions recorded for all fuels

### 3.4 Mass fraction of O2 pollutant

In this section we can visualize the contours for O2 pollutants after the combustion has taken place, we can appreciate from Figure 7 (b) that all fuels produce the same number of maximum mass fraction of O2 standing at 2.30E+01. The distribution of the contours on figure 7 (a) resemble the inverse of their respective temperature profiles as they share the same flame profile in terms of shape with the contours inverted in colors, we can perceive that oxygen is consumed at the zones of combustion evident from the green color the contours display that represent the low values of mass fraction in those specific areas. The inlet shows the highest formation of O2 emissions for all fuels. [11-21].
Figure 7. (a) O2 Pollutant Mass Fraction distribution contours for combustion chamber. (b) Levels of O2 distribution recorded for all fuels

3.5 Mass fraction of H2O emission

The formation of mass fraction H2O emission was found to be higher for hydrogen while the lowest was registered by benzene. We determine that the formation of H2O is a strong indicator of the extent of combustion. The formation of mass fraction H2O emissions is highest at the outlet for all the fuels as indicated per the H2O contours.
3. CONCLUSIONS

We analyzed the combustion of Hydrogen, Ethanol, Methane, Kerosene and Benzene using a spice transport mode in order to determine the viability of alternative combustibles to replace current Jet fuels in commercial aviation by looking at the emission of each proposed fuel. From the computational analysis we were able to determine that the performance of Hydrogen-Air is better than other fuels, in regards to pollutant emissions. We determined that hydrogen is the only fuel that does not emit CO2. Hydrogen is also the only fuel which avoids all emissions except water vapor and nitrous oxide.
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